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ABSTRACT

We study higher-order variational derivatives of a generic Lagrangian Lo = Lo(t,q,q).
We introduce two new Lagrangians, Ll and L2, associated to the first and second-order
deformations of the original Lagrangian Lo. In terms of these Lagrangians, we are able
to establish simple relations between the variational derivatives of different orders of a La-
grangian. As a consequence of these relations the Euler- Lagrange and the Jacobi equations
are obtained from a single variational principle based on L\. We can furthermore introduce
an associated Hamiltonian Hi = Hi(t,q,q,r),rj) with r] = 8q. If Lo is independent of time
then if! is a conserved quantity.

1. Introduction

As is well known, the second variation of an action functional governs the behaviour of the action itself
in the neighborhood of critical sections. In particular, the Hessian of the Lagrangian defines a quadratic form
whose sign properties allow to distinguish between minima, maxima and degenerate critical sections [1]. A
fairly well known example is the case of geodesies in a Riemannian manifold, whose variational properties
have been the subject of various investigations and have inspired whole chapters in the Calculus of Variations
[2]. In this case those fields which govern the transition from geodesies to geodesies, {i.e. those vectorfields
which make the second variation to vanish identically modulo boundary terms) are called Jacobi fields [2]
and they are solutions of a second-order differential equation known as Jacobi equation (of geodesies).

The notion of Jacobi equation as an outcome of the second variation is in fact fairly more general than
this and general formulae for the second variation and generalised Jacobi equations along critical sections
have been already considered in the Calculus of Variations from a "structural viewpoint" (see, e.g., the
review of results contained in [3]). To our knowledge, however, it is strange enough that in most of the
current literature on the subject the second variation of functionals has been considered in a direct way and
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without resorting to general expressions, while integration by parts to reduce it to more suitable forms have
been usually performed by ad hoc procedures, in spite of the fact that fairly general such formulae can be
easily worked out (see below for a comment on a paper by Taub [4], which is appropriate to mention here
but is better to discuss later). Because of these facts, we have reached the conclusion that the theory of
second variations (for the action functionals defined by first-order Lagrangians) is worhty of being revisited,
also in view of a number of applications which shall also be mentioned later and will form the subject of
forthcoming investigations.

In a previous paper by two of us [5] we introduced and discussed the notion of generalised Jacobi equation,
in the general and global framework of first-order variational principles in fibered manifolds and their jet-
prolongations. As is well known, the classical Jacobi equation for geodesies of a Riemannian manifold defines
in fact the Riemann curvature tensor of g. Because of this we can say that the second variation S2S and
the generalised Jacobi equations define the "curvature" of any given (first-order) variational principle; in
the generic case, of course, this notion has very little to say. In a second part of the investigation [6] it was
shown that this general concept of "curvature" takes a particularly significant form in the case of generalised
harmonic Lagrangians, giving rise to suitable "curvature tensors" which satisfy suitable "generalised Bianchi
identities". The case of generalised Jacobi equations for higher-order Lagrangians was later considered in [7],
where itwas also shown how to recast the first-order case in an alternative and more interesting framework.
The applications to second variations of relativistic Lagrangians (i.e., Lagrangians depending on the full
curvature of a Riemannian metric) is being considered in [8] and [9].

The purpose of this work is to introduce a series of relevant relations between the Euler-Lagrange
equation for a given Lagrangian Lo, namely

6LQ dLo d (dLo
Sqi <V dt \ dqi

and the "Jacobi equation" for the same Lagrangian Lo, namely

d2L0 ,,,- d ( 32L0 _f d2L0 , - \ _n

Starting from the Lagrangian Lo we shall in fact define new Lagrangians associated to the first-order defor-
mation of Lo

dL0 •

and to the second-order deformation of LQ

What is remarkable from the Lagrangians above is that the Euler-Lagrange and the Jacobi equations can
be rewritten together in terms of L\ as follows:

Q _ SLi _

q7 ~ Srf ~ '

= 2^=0. (1.5)

Therefore, we can consider the above relations as coming from a single variational principle based on Li
where, however, g's and IJ'S are considered as independent variables.

The preceding result allows to formulate a Hamiltonian principle for the joint Euler-Lagrange and Jacobi
equations. We define in fact the momenta by



dL\ d2 La , 32LQ •

and the corresponding Hamiltonian is

If the original Lagrangian LQ is independent of time we will have that Hi is a conserved quantity. Therefore,
the allowed deformations are selected by the first-order condition

H\ = constant, (1-8)

instead of the second-order condition (1.2).
We are now in position to mention in a greater detail the paper by Taub [4] we already quoted above.

In that paper, which is explicitly devoted to an application of second-order variations to relativistic fluid-
dynamics, a general formula for the Jacobi equation is explicitly mentioned and it is claimed that a "well-
known result" states that this equation is in fact the variational derivative of the Hessian L2 (see eq. (1.5a)
above). Unfortunately, no reference is given to the source of this result; we stress, however, that the
viewpoint we shall discuss in this paper is fairly different and more general. In fact, we shall not see Jacobi
equations alone as (partial with respect to rj) Lagrange equations of the Hessian L2 (as in [4]), but rather
the system formed by Jacobi equations and the original Lagrange equations of LQ as variational equations
of the first-order deformed Lagrangian L\.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to first-order classical mechanics. We
derive the Euler-Lagrange equation and introduce the first Lagrangian i i announced above. We derive the
Jacobi equation and introduce the second Lagrangian L2- Next we derive the series of relevant identities
announced above. In section 3 we derive the same results for first-order field theory. Section 4 is devoted to
some examples and applications.

2. Classical Mechanics

We start by recalling the classical derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations and by introducing the
first-order deformed Lagrangian Lv; we show that the Euler-Lagrange equations can be also derived from
Li. We then derive the Jacobi equation and remark that they come either variationally or from appropriate
integration by parts on the second-order deformed Lagrangian Li (see also [4]). We further show that they
can also be obtained from the new Lagrangian L\. We then introduce a single variational principle based
on L\ and elaborate the corresponding Hamiltonian formalism.

2.1. The Euler-Lagrange Equation

Let us consider the action

ftl
So = / L 0 ( t , q , q ) d t , (2.1)

where LQ is any Lagrangian L. Here we work, for simplicity, in a local chart (U,q') of a configuration
manifold Q and we denote by {q\u'} the corresponding "natural" coordinates in the tangent chart TU of
the tangent bundle TQ. All our results will be however of a global nature and may be easily translated in
an intrinsic language.

Let us now consider an infinitesimal deformation



<?•' = qi+€T)i + o(e2) , (2.2a)

where e is a smallness parameter (in the classical notation erf = dq*). Furthermore we have

Qi ~ ?o + f tf + o(e2). (2.26)

The variation of the Lagrangian at the first-order in e is given by

L(r)) = Lo + f L\{T}) + o(e2) , (2-3)

where

^ + , = , + ^ , j , ( 2 . 4 )

and

" LJQ OLQ d I OLQ \ , .

is the usual Euler-Lagrange (or variational) derivative.
The variation of the action at first-order in e is hence given by

S ( r i ) = {L0 + e L l ) d t = S 0 + e S 1 , (2.6)
Jta

where, for notational convenience, we have denoted by S\ the usual first variation of the action <JS:

(2.7)
to

Standard conditions for (2.7) to be zero are

i7 ' (*o)=»M) = 0- (2-86)

A simple calculation shows that

and furthermore

It is perhaps useful to remind here that the Euler-Lagrange derivative is the simplest combination of
derivatives of the Lagrangian which is covariant with respect to changes of coordinates in the configuration
space. This means that

= _
Sq' dql SQi •

Accordingly the decomposition in (2.10) is covariant, i.e., it is respected by changes of coordinates in the
configuration space.



2.2. The Jacobi Equation

Let us once again consider the action (2.1) and consider infinitesimal deformations of </' up to second-
order in the deformation parameter e

9* =«£+ €>/'•+ ^ e V + °(<3), (2.12a)

$'- = j j + f ^ + I E V + o(f3). (2.126)

In this case (see, e.g., [5], [7]) the variation of the Lagrangian up to second-order in the smallnes parameter
e is given by

p) = L0 + eL1(ti) + ±ei[L1(p) + L3{ri)] , (2.13)

where I t is defined as in (2.4) and

is the standard Hessian of LQ.
The variation of the action is hence given by

S(ri,p) = j (io+£Li(>;)+^3 {LM + L2(T)))\ dt = SQ + cS1 + ̂ t2S2, (2.15)

where S2 stands for the usual second variation of the action S2S. Therefore, the first and second variations
of the action are given respectively by

Si= f1 L^dt, (2.16a)
Jta

ft, , t ,

S2= L1{p)dt+ L2(v)dt. (2.166)
Jt0 Jt0

If the conditions (2.8) are satisfied, then S2 reduces to

S2 = ^ - P i +(l L2{r))dt. (2.17)
op' t If

Imposing, as usual, the additional boundary condition

p'(<0) = p'(t\) ~ 0, (2.18)

then S2 reduces to

f i xf i x

= /

Jto
L 2 ( t , q , q, r t , f i ) d t . (2.19)

The last step consists in putting (2.19) equal to zero. This, however, will depend on the different
integrations by parts which can be performed over (2.19) {cf. [7] for further details). There is, however, a
preferred integration by parts which is covariant. This is based on the decomposition of L2 given by



This provides an invariant decomposition of 62S, namely:

2.1 Sn^'dt+ 4 fj11'& a •' • ( 2 2 1 )

Due to (2.16b), the further condition to be imposed is

5L7

It can be easily checked (see also [4]) that the above equation is equivalent to the Jacobi equation

d2L0 , 82L0 . d ( 82L0 . d2LQ ,

in its standard form (cf. [7]). Easy calculations finally show that the following holds

2

(2'23)

(2-24)

2.3. Unified description of the Euler Lagrange and Jacobi equations

Let us now remark that, according to our previous discussion, the Euler-Lagrange equation and the
Jacobi equation can be rewritten together as

SLa SL]

W= W = o' (2-25a)

^ T - 2 — = 0 . (2.256)

Therefore, we can consider the above system of equations as coming from a single variational principle based
on the deformed Lagrangian L\ where, however, the dynamical variables have been "doubled" (they are in
fact q's and TJ'S).

Let us then introduce momenta canonically conjugated to ^'s and 77's by means of the standard pre-
scription

3Li d2L0 , d2L0 .,• ln s

K = w = w (2-26&)

The Hamiltonian associated to L\ is given by the Legendre transformation, i.e.

„ 8LX ., dLx .,- , d (dL0 .j \ .t d fdL0 ., r \ { dH0 . dH0

The above result is quite useful since, if Lo is independent of time then Hx is a conserved quantity.
Therefore, the allowed deformations are selected by the first-order condition

Hx = constant, (2.28)

instead of the second-order condition given by the Jacobi equation (2.23).
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The Hessian matrix associated to L\ is given by

\a"'aq> a" ' / \ q'8q' ) \ /

Therefore we have

d e t ^ L O ] = (-1)" [det[W(L0)]]
2 , (2.30)

and the regularity of L\ depends only on the regularity of LQ.

3. Field Theory

The discussion is not too much different in field theory, which shall be considered below, where we shall
generalise the results of Section 2 to cover all cases of physical interest.

3.1. The Euler-Lagrange Equation

Let us start by considering a first-order action

Jci

where £0 is any Lagrangian density. Again we work, for simplicity, in a (tocal) natural chart (U, xA, <j>A) of a
configuration bundle (B, M, TY) over a manifold M. Here Q C K(U) is a regular domain of M, with smooth
boundary dQ and dnx is the local volume element of {n(U),xx). Our results have however a global meaning
and their intrinsic expression can be easily worked out.

Let us then consider an infinitesimal deformation

i A i A , A i t 2\ fi o~*t
q> = </>o + £ T) + O(£ ) , {•&.£&)

where e is a smallness parameter (in the classical notation crfA — 8<j>A). Here TJA is the first-order deformation
S4>A, i.e. a vertical vector field in the appropriate bundle B (see [5]). Furthermore we have

±A j. A , iA i / 2\ II r,V\

The variation of the Lagrangian at first-order in f is given by

£{TJ) = £o + f Li(rj) , (*J.oJ

where

and

S<f> 3(j) dx^ \ o<p u J

is the usual Euler-Lagrange (or variational) derivative.
The variation of the action at first-order in c is hence given by

S(r))= f (C0 + €C1)d
nx = S0+(S1. (3.6)

Jn



We therefore identify the first variation of the action as

where c(£M is the surface element induced by dnx on the boundary.
Standard conditions for (2.7) to be zero are

1*
an

= °. (3.8a)

= 0. (3.86)

A simple calculation shows that

6Co _ SCi

and furthermore

It is perhaps useful to remind here that, as in first-order mechanics, the Euler-Lagrange derivative is
the simplest combination of derivatives of the Lagrangian which is covariant with respect to changes of field
coordinates in the field configuration bundle. This means that

6C1dT6C±

6<t>A 84>

Accordingly, the decomposition in (3.10) is covariant, i.e., it is respected by changes of coordinates in the
configuration space.

3.2. The Jacobi Equation

Let us once again consider the action (3.1) and consider infinitesimal deformations of <j>A up to second-
order in the deformation parameter e:

</>A = tA + €T)A + ± c * p A + o(c3), (3.12a)

^ \ =<*£„+* A + \*2 PA» + o(f3) • (3.126)

In this case (see, e.g., [5],[7]) the variation of the Lagrangian up to second-order in the smallness parameter
e is given by

C(rj, p) = CD + t diti) +l-c2 (dip) + £2(iy)) , (3.13)

where C\ is defined as in (3.4) and

, 0, H, v, (3.14)



is the standard Hessian of £0.
The truncated variation of the action is hence given by

S(i},p)- ( [£0 + e£i(r})+le2 (C^p) + £2{T]))) dnx = So + e Si + ̂  e2 S2 • (3.15)
i n V l J L

Therefore, the first and second variations of the action are given by

Si = I £i(7])dnx, (3.16a)
in

S2= f £i(p)dnx+ f £2(r))dnz. (3.166)
in Ja

If the conditions (3.8) are satisfied, then 52 reduces to

* f
T-~ p aLj ,+ / L-z{r))d x . (-J-17)
a inIdil UP it

As usual, after imposing the additional boundary condition

PA = 0. (3.18)
an

then 52 reduces to

S2= f C2(r])dnx. (3.19)
in

The last step consists in putting (3.19) equal to zero. This, however, will depend on the different
integrations by parts which can be performed over (3.19); cf. [7] for further details. There is, however, a
preferred integration by parts which is covariant. This is based on the decomposition of £2 given by

1 J£2 A \ d
4 2 STJA ' ' 4

This provides an invariant decomposition of S2S = 52, namely

d£7

Due to (3.16b), the further condition to be imposed is

It can be easily checked (see also [4]) that the above equation corresponds to the Jacobi equation

d / 9»£0 dCo B \

in its standard form (cf. [7]). Moreover, easy calculations will show that the following holds

(324)

3.3. Unified description of the Euler-Lagrange and Jacobi equations

9



Let us now remark that the Euler-Lagrange equation and the Jacobi equation can be rewritten together
as

sc2

6C\

<S£i

= 0,

= 0.

(3.25a)

(3.256)

Therefore, we can consider the above system of equations as coming from a single variational principle based
on the deformed Lagrangian C\ where, however, the dynamical variables have been "doubled" to <p's and
rj's.

We can thence introduce momenta canonically conjugated to <̂ 's and ry's by means of the standard
prescription

dfr d2£0 dC0

dC0

(3.26a)

(3.266)

The canonical energy-momentum tensor associated to C\ is then given by the Legendre transformation, i.e.

= V 94>B, — i-o

(3.27)

Suitable globalisations of this concept can be achieved by introducing a connection (see, e.g., [10],[11]). See
also [12] and [13] for a discussion of so-called "d'-invariance" of these energy-momentum tensors.

The above result is quite useful since, if £ 0 is independent on "space-time variables" zA, then 7£%(JCI)

is a conserved quantity. Therefore, the allowed deformations are selected by the first-order condition

= 0,

instead of the second-order condition given by the Jacobi equation (3.23).
The Hessian matrix associated to C\ is given by

W{Ci) = d_C±

Therefore we have

and the regularity of C\ depends only on the regularity of £ 0 .

10
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4. Examples and Applications

The examples and applications we present here are conceived to illustrate the power of relation (2.28)
and (3.28) for the integration of the Jacobi equations.

4.1. The harmonic oscillator

The harmonic oscillator is described by the Lagrangian

m .2 moJ2
 2 , .

^o = y g ^—9 • (4-1)

The first-order deformed Lagrangian is hence given by

L\ = mqij — mu.< qr}. (4-2)

The Euler-Lagrange and Jacobi equations are

—— = — m (q + J1 q) = 0 ,
8rj

— = -m(ij + u2i))=0, (4.3)
Sq

respectively, while their solutions are given by

rj = bi elw( + b2 e- 'w t , (4.4)

such that

q = tu (aie
lwt - a 2 e - w ( ) ,

V=iu (^ etwt - b2 e-'ut) . (4.5)

The appropriate first-order Hamiltonian is given by

Hi = mqrj + moj2 q r). (4.6)
Evaluation on-shell gives immediately

// , = 2 m ^ 2 ( a ] 62 + 02*1), (4.7)

which is efectively a constant since Lo is independent on time. It is easy to see that the Jacobi equation
(4.3b) comes from deriving (4.6) with respect to time and taking into account the field equation (4.3a).

4.2. The Klein-Gordon equation

The Klein-Gordon equation is obtained from the Lagrangian density

Co = \ ( sT ^ K ~ m2 4>2) • (4.8)

whose first-order deformed Lagrangian is given by

11



£1 =9tiV<i>ll^-m'1<j>v- (4.9)

The Euler-Lagrange and Jacobi equations are given by

respectively. Solutions to these equations are easily expressed by

(x,t)= ( (f+{k)e'V'zWki+m^ + f-We^*-^7^'^ dk,

( i , 0 = /

such that

0 = » I
0 = » /

t) = l [

The appropriate canonical energy-momentum tensor is thence given by

WviCi) = 4>ug** r,x + Thfg"x ^ - 6£ Ci (4.13)

and its time-time component "H°o(Ci) is given by

"H°o(£i) = <t>oVo + ̂ iVi + m24>V- (4.14)

The associated energy (see also [12],[13]) is therefore given by

E(C1)=jn°0{C1)dx (4.15)

and an evaluation on-shell gives immediately

E(Ci) = 2{2 7r)3m2 f{f+(k)h^(k) + f^(k)h+(k))dk= constant. (4.16)

This condition, whose physical meaning requires no discussion, is equivalent to the Jacobi equation. It is
the counterpart of (4.7) in this simple field-theoretical example.

A further example of application to standard Jacobi fields along geodesies of a Riemannian manifold
[M,g) is shortly discussed in [14].

5. Conclusions

12
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The results presented in this paper admit a natural and direct generalisation to higher-order Lagrangians,
which are important both for the sake of completeness and for applications to relativistic field theories
(whereby gravitational Lagrangians depend effectively on second-order derivatives of a metric). However,
the general concepts we wanted to introduce are well enough illustrated by the first-order case, where notation
and calculations are much simpler, Therefore the higher-order case has not been explicitly considered here;
it will form the subject of a forthcoming short note [15].
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